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Steady-state vibrations of periodically supported structures under a moving load are analytically 

investigated. The following three structures are considered: an overhead power line for a train, a long 

suspended bridge and a railway track. The study is based on the application of so-called 'periodicity 

condition', which implies that the shape of a structure is repetitive in time with space translation equal 

to the distance between neighboring supports. Main attention in the paper is paid to the effect of the 

load velocity on dynamic response of the structures. It is shown that the higher the load velocity, the 

wider the deflection field. Deflection of structures grows as the load velocity increases. This grow, 

however, can be not monotonical due to appearance of critical velocities related to resonances on sub

harmonics of a periodic structure. 
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1 Introduction 

With the intensive development of high-speed trains it becomes necessary to study the dynamic 

behavior of rails, overhead power lines, bridges and guide-ways for magnetically levitated vehicles 

under a moving train. All these structures are periodically supported: rails by sleepers, power lines 

as well as suspended bridges by suspensions, guide-ways by columns. So, a train always moves 

along a periodically supported structure and, therefore, it is of clear practical importance to investi

gate the dynamic response of such structures to a moving load. 

In this paper we analytically investigate the steady-state response of periodically supported struc

tures to a uniformly moving constant point load. The following structures are considered: an over

head power line, a long suspended bridge and a railway track. All of them can be studied by using 

the same method, based on the application of so-called periodicity condition [1, 14, 15]. This method 
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allows obtaining the steady-state solution in the form of a single Fourier integral. One should notice 

that there are other general methods, which can be applied to analyze the problem. For example, the 

Fourier-series techniques [4, 7-9] or the approach based on the Flouquet's theorem [2, 3, 10, 12]. 

All these methods give similar results and the reason to choose the 'periodicity condition method' is 

that this method seems to be more elegant. 

The paper consists of three sections. In the first section we deal with vibrations of a single-level cat

enary. It is modeled by an infinitely long string hanged on periodically spaced discrete suspensions. 

Suspensions are assumed to be equivalent and composed by spring, mass and damper. Taking the 

advantage of this simple model, we carefully explain here the 'periodicity condition method', which 

will be also used in the next two sections. Concerning the results of the study, main attention is paid 

to the dependence of the string vertical displacement upon the velocity of the load. 

The second section deals with the response of a long, periodically suspended bridge. The bridge is 

modeled by an infinitely long Timoshenko beam hanged on discrete identical suspensions. It is 

assumed that each suspension is a mass-spring-damper system, reacting against the vertical dis

placement of the beam. Like in the previous section, we are focused here on variation of the beam 

response with changing of the load velocity. 

The last section is devoted to vibrations of a railroad track. As the model we consider a Timoshenko 

beam on discrete, periodically spaced supports, which are mounted to elastic half-space. It is shown 

that the half-space can be replaced by a set of identical springs placed under each support of the 

beam. The equivalent stiffness of these springs is a function of the frequency of the beam vibrations 

and of the phase shift between vibrations of neighboring supports. By this replacement the model 

becomes one-dimensional and can be analyzed with the help of the periodicity condition method. In 

this paper we do not pay attention to the analysis of the beam displacement, but focus on the crucial 

role of Raleigh waves in the response of the system. 

2 Response of a single~level catenary to a moving pantograph 
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The electrical supply of trains is delivered by a pantograph, which takes electric power from the 

overhead contact wire, see Fig. 1. The contact wire is tensioned by an axial force and mounted by 

droppers to a catenary. Vibrations of the contact wire are primarily caused by the moving panto

graph, which provides vertical force acting on the wire. 

m p d 

moving train '----~v 

Fig. 1. Electric supply system for a train. Fig. 2. Model. 



To study response of the contact wire we use the model depicted in Figure 2. The model is 

composed by an infinitely long string and identical mass-spring-damper systems, which are spaced 

periodically along the string. It is assumed that the pantograph moves along the structure 

uniformly and acts on it with the constant vertical force P. 

The equation of motion for the considered model read as 

Pst,utt-Nuxx = Po(x-Vt) 

[U]x=nd = 0 

N[ux]x = nd = mii~ + EUno + ku~ 

u~(t) = u(nd, t) 

(1) 

where u(x, t) is the vertical displacement of the string, u~(t) is the vertical displacement of the mass 

of nth support, n is the number of support (it is assumed that the support n = 0 is located at the point 

x = 0), Pst, and N are the mass per unit length and the tension of the string, V is the velocity of the 

load motion, k, E and m are the stiffness, viscosity and mass of a support, d is the distance between 

neighboring supports. The Dirac delta-function is denoted as 8 ( ... ) and the square brackets imply 

the following difference: [j(x)]x = Xo = j(xo + 0) - j(xo - 0) . 

Before starting the analysis of equations (1) we would like to notice that it is invariant with respect 

to the substitution 

u(x, t) = u(x + nd, t + nd/V). (2) 

Equation (2) is normally referred as the periodicity condition [1, 14] and implies that the shape of 

the string is repeated in time with the period T = dlV, but with translation in space equal to d. 

The advantage of the periodicity condition is clearly seen in the Fourier-domain. To get there one 

should apply to equations (1) and (2) the following integral transform with respect to time: 

W(x, (0) = f u(x, t)exp(i(Ot)dt. 

For the equations of motion it yields 

,ei (02 P (.(OX) 
dx2W+"!W=-VNexp IV-' 

[Wlx=nd = 0 

N[ d w] Wend, (O)(k-iE(O-m(02), 
dX x = nd 

while the periodicity condition takes the form 

W(x + nd, (0) = W(x, (O)exp(ind~). 

(3) 

(4) 
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Now one can see that, according to periodicity condition (4), the Fourier-displacement of the string 

in any cell x E [nd, (n + l)d] can be obtained just by multiplying the Fourier-displacement in inter

val x E [0, d] to the factor exp(indwjV). 

Therefore, to solve system (3) one has to make the following steps: 

1. Write down the general solution for the Fourier-displacement W(x,w) in the interval x E [0, d] . 

This solution will contain two unknown constants. 

2. Using the periodicity condition, obtain an expression for W(x,w) in the interval 

x E [nd, (n + l)d], which will contain the same two constants. 

3. Using two boundary conditions at the point x = d find out the unknown constants. 

Let us accomplish the above mentioned steps. The general solution of the first equation of system 

(3) in the interval x E [0, d] can be written in the form 

(iWX) ( iWX) (. W) W(x, w) = Aexp -c- + Bexp --c- + Sexp IX,\! ' 

h S (PV)/Pst' d k were = 2 2 2' A an B are un nown constants. 
W (V - c ) 

Then, according to the periodicity condition (4), the solution for x E [nd, (n + l)d] is given as 

Employing finally the boundary conditions at x = d (the second and the third equations of (3) for 

n = 1) and introducing denotations 

one obtains the following system of linear algebraic equations with respect to A and B: 

{
A(g-P)+B(l/g-P) = 0 

A(iwp-iwg-pQ(w»+B(-i(fJp+iw/g-pQ(w» = -pSQ«(fJ). 

When solved this system gives 

A = SQ«(fJ)( exp(idV) - exp ( -i~d))/(2iL\) 

B = SQ«(fJ)( exp(i~d)_ exp(-id~))/(2iL\), 

L\ = w[(cos(wd/c)- cos(rod/V»2N/c- sin(wd/c)Q(w)/ro]. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Thus, the solution of the problem in the Fourier domain has been obtained. Applying now the 

inverse Fourier transform to equation (6) and taking into account expressions (7), one can write the 

solution of problem (1) in the following form: 



u(x, t) = 21rr9\(I ~l(oo)eXp(-ioot)dOO} 
(8) 

l(oo) = Q(oo)exp(ind~)( exp(ind~)sin oo(x ~ nd) _ sin 00 (x - (~+ l)d») + ~exp(ix~} 

where n should be taken equal to the integer part of coordinate x. 

To evaluate integral (8) one can use two approaches. First one is the direct numerical integration. Apply

ing this method one has to be careful with zeroes of function ~(oo) (being transcendent, it has infinitely 

many zeroes), since they give substantial amplification of the integrand. The other approach is the 

contour integration method [6], which seems to be more relevant here due to the following reasons: 

1. The viscosity E of suspensions is relatively small, therefore, the integrand in eq. (8) is a quasi

singular function due to a number of almost real zeroes of equation ~ = O. Moreover, this 

equation has purely real zeroes, which are related to so-called pin-pin mode [6] (this mode 

occurs when a wave, generated by the load has nodes in the supported points). 

2. The integrand converges not so fast (proportionally to 00-2) as I wi ~ = . Therefore, to accomplish 

an accurate direct integration, one has to take into account quite high frequencies, for which the 

integrand is quickly oscillating. 

The contour integration of eq. (8) is carried out as follows. According to the Residue theorem [6] one 

can write 

f~l(oo)exp(-ioot)dOO = ±2rriLresb(OOk), (9) 
c k=1 

where C is a closed contour in the complex w-plane, 1l1, are complex roots of equation ~ = 0 lying 

inside this contour, plus and minus signs are respectively related to clock-wise and anti-clock wise 

contour integration. 

Following now the Jordan's lemma [6], we can close our initial contour (straight line along the real 

axis of complex w-plane) by means of a semi-circle with infinite radius, located either in the upper 

or lower half-plane of w-plane. The half-plane is to be chosen in order that the integration along the 

semi-circle vanishes. It can be shown that this requirement is met in the upper half-plane for x > Vt 

and in the lower one for x < Vt. Accounting, additionally, that all zeroes of equation ~ = 0 are 

simple, one can write the following equality 

!~l() (_. t)d - +2 .~ Sl(oo) exp (-ioot) I 
j ~ 00 exp 100 00 - - rrl L" d~/doo . (10) 

_00 k=l (O=O)k 

To calculate the string displacement before the load (x > Vt) one has to take in eq.(lO) the positive 

sign and summarize with respect to zeroes 0\, having a positive imaginary part. Behind the load, 

respectively, one should use the minus sign and zeroes with a negative imaginary part. 

The calculations have been carried out for the following set of the catenary parameters: 

N = 104 N, p", = 1 kg/m, c = 100 mis, P = 100 N, 
(11) 

d = 5 m, k = 2000 N / m, E = 20 sN / m, m = 0.5 kg. 
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Obtained string patterns are depicted in Figures 3(a-d) for four different load velocities. The dis

placements are given in millimeters and shown at t = d / (2V), when the load is located in the middle 

of the first span. The distance from the load is given as the dimensionless ratio ~ = (x - Vt)/ d, there

fore, the load is located in the point ~ = 1/2 and supports are in the points ~ = n, n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... 

The location of supports is marked in Figures by vertical dashed lines. 
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Fig. 3 (a-d). Displacement of the string versus distance from the load. 

Analyzing the figures, one can draw the following conclusions: 

1. When the load velocity is relatively small (V = O.lc, V = 0.3c), the string pattern is almost 

symmetric with respect to the loading point. With increasing velocity the pattern becomes more 

and more asymmetric and for V = 0.9c the string displacement before the load becomes 

negligibly small. 

2. Maximum displacement of the string grows, as the load velocity becomes higher. 

To demonstrate the last conclusion more clearly, in Figure 4 the dependence of the string displace

ment in the loading point (t = d/(2V» upon the ratio of load velocity and wave velocity is depicted. 

For calculation we have used the parameter set (11) varying, however, the viscosity of supports 10. 

To show the effect of viscosity we considered 10 = 2 sN / m and 10 = 40 sN / m. 

One can see from the Figure that for both values of viscosity the displacement in the loading point 

substantially grows, as the load velocity increases. The effect of viscosity is noticeable only at 

velocities of motion close to the wave velocity c. 



In Figure 5 the effect of support's mass and stiffness is shown. The thick curve is plotted for the 

parameters from set (11), but with k = 20000 N /m (ten times larger than in Figure 4). For the thin 

line we additionally increased the mass, taking m = 5 kg. 

25.00l U [mm] 

20.00~ 

15.00 

10.00 

5.00 

j k =2000 N/m, m = 0.5 kg Vic 

0.00 -tj~~TI ~~'--~'I~~'-~'I 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 

6.00l U[mm] 

5.001 

,001 

,ooj 

2.00 : I 

0.00 0.20 

k =20000 N/m, 
m = 0.5 kg 

/ 

0.40 0.60 0.80 

Vic 

1.00 

Fig. 4. Displacement under the load vs. velocity 

for different values of viscosity. 

Fig. 5. Effect of the mass and the stifness of supports. 

Comparing Figure 5 and Figure 4, one can see that by increasing stiffness of the supports we (fully 

predictably) reduce the string displacement. Additionally, however, we obtain extra critical 

velocities, which are related to resonances on sub-harmonics radiated by the load (see [14]). The 

effect of the mass is most powerful at high velocities of the load, where the increase of the mass sub

stantially reduces the string displacement. Such behavior can be of interest for nowadays operating 

high-speed trains since they can simply reach the wave velocity in overhead power lines, which is 

in the order of 300-350 km/h. 

3 Response of a suspended bridge 

A long suspended bridge (Fig. 6), as well as the catenary, can be approximately described by an 

infinitely long elastic system on periodic supports (Fig. 7). 

~~~~~~ 
~ 

Fig. 6. Suspended bridge. Fig. 7. Model of the bridge subjected to a moving load. 

In this chapter we model the bridge by the Timoshenko beam, suspensions by identical mass

spring-damper systems and the train by uniformly moving point load P. 
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The governing equations describing steady-state vibrations of this system read 

pFUtt+Y1Ut-XGF(uxx-<Px) = -P5(x Vt) 

pI <Ptt + Y2<P,- EI <Pxx + XGF( <P - ux) = 0 

xGF[uxl x 0 nd = (mUtt + EUt + ku)x 0 nd 

[Ulxond = [<plxond = [<Pxlxond = 0, 

(12) 

where u(x, t) is the deflection of the beam neutral line, qJ(x,t) is the angle of the beam cross-section 

rotation, p is the density of the beam, F is the cross-sectional area, I is the second moment of the 

cross-sectional area about the neutral axes, E and G are the Young's and the shear modulus of the 

beam material, Yr and Yz are the viscosity coefficients, X is the Timoshenko coefficient, m, E and k are 

the mass, viscosity and stiffness of a support, d is the distance between neighboring supports. Other 

denotations are kept the same as in the previous section. Let us note that the damping in the beam is 

described by the operator )),i) / dt, but not by the operator )).2d3/ dtdx2 which follows from the Voight 

model of the internal friction. This is done for simplicity, taking into account that in slightly 

damped systems both operators lead to almost the same result. 

Introducing dimensionless variables and parameters as 

a = VN/c"csJxG/p,y = x/d, "C = tcs/(dN), 

R = I 2 -~1 - y1dN Y2 --c -F-,12 = 
dpFNcs Fd2N z' - XGFdZ' 1- P Cs 

P = PN2 m kd ECs 
--2,M = pFdN' K = xGF' E = XGFN' pFcs 

one can rewrite eq.(12) in the form 

2 -
U,,+11U,-N (Uyy-<py) = -P5(y-a"C) 

R<PH+ lz<P,-cz<pyy+ <P- Uy = 0 

[Uylyon = (MU,,+ EU,+ KU)yon 

[Ulyon = [<Plyon = [<Pylyon = 0, 

, 

U= u/d, 

(13) 

where N > 1 is a real value, which was introduced to make the dimensionless load velocity a. not 

so small for practical values of the shear wave velocity in a bridge (normally Cs is in the order of 

2500-3000 m/ s). 

System of equations (13) can be analyzed in the same way as it was done for eq. (1) in the previous 

section. This is due to the fact that the periodicity condition (2) is again valid here, but in the dimen

sionless and extended to the case of two variables form: 

U(y, "C) = U(y + n, "C + n/a), <p(x,"C) = <p(y+n,"C+n/a). (14) 

Following the periodicity condition method, we first apply to eq. (13) and eq. (14) the Fourier trans

forms over time 

W(y, OJ) = f U(y, "C) exp (iOJ"C)d"C, <I>(y, OJ) = f <p(y, "C)exp(iOJ"C)d"C. 



It yields 

and 

N 2 (Wyy _<:\\) + (W2 + iWII)W = ~expC~Y) 

c2<:\lyy - <:\l + Wy + (Rw2 + iWI2)<:\l = 0 

[Wyly=n = W(n)(K-iEw-Mw2 ) = W(n)Q(w) 

[Wly=n = [<:\lly=n = [<:\lyly=n = 0 

W(y + n, w) = W(y, W)exp(in~), <:\l(y + n, w) = <:\ley, W)exp(in~). 

(15) 

(16) 

Now, analogously to the previous section, one has to find a general solution of first two equations of 

system (15) in the interval y E [0, 11 . This solution can be written as 

W(y) = W(y) + Swexp(iywla) 

<:\ley) = <:\l'(y) + S<I>exp(iywla), 

where 

W (y) = Al exp (ik1y) + A2 exp (-ilely) + A3 exp(ilc2y) + A4 exp (-ilc2y) 

<:\l'(y) = AI~1 exp (ilcly) + A2~1 exp( -ilcly) + A3~2 exp (ik2y) + A4~2 exp (-ilc2y), 

lei = JwN2(Rw + i12) + wc2(w + ill) + Jfj/(Ncj2), 

lcl = JwN2(RW + i12) + wc2(w + ill) - Jfj/(Ncj2), 

D = w\N2(Rw + i12) - wc2(w + ill )/ + 4N2c2W(W + ill)' 

~1,2 = ilcl ,2N2/(w2+ iWII-N2lc~,2)' 

- 2 2 2 
f..w = P(Rw + iWl2 -1- c lcLl/a, 

and A/j = 1..4) are unknown constants, 

(17) 

Then, according to the periodicity condition (16), the solution in the interval y E [n, (n + 1) 1 is given as 

W(y) = W(y - n)exp(inwla) + Swexp(iywla) 

<:\ley) = <:\le(y - n)exp(inwla) + 5<1> exp (iywla), 

To find out unknown constants A/j = 1..4) we apply four boundary conditions (third and forth 

equations of system (15)) at the point y = 1. Substituting expressions (17) and (IS) into these 

conditions, one obtains 

AI(gl-P)+ A 2(llgl-P)+ A 3(g2-P)+ A 4(llg2-p) = 0 

AI~I(gl - p) + A2~I(P -II gl) + A3~2(g2 - p) + A4~2(P -1/ g2) = 0 

(IS) 

Al (ilcIP-ilelgl-pQ)+A2(ilell gl-ileIP-pQ)+ A 3(ile2P-ile2g2 - pQ)+ A 4(ile2Ig2-ile2P-pQ) = pQSw 
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A,~,(ik,p-ik,g,)+ A2~,(ik,p-ik,/g,)+ A3~2(ik2P-ik2g2)+ A4~2(ik2P-ik2/g2) = 0, 

P = exp(i(ro + OJ/a), g',2 = exp(ik,,2)' 

When solved for Aj (j = 1..4) this system of linear algebraic equations gives 

Aj = 4QSwLl/!J., 

!J. = aocos(2kd-2bocos(kd-co 

ao = 4(~2k, - ~,k2)' 

bo = 16(~2k, - ~,k2)COS(0.5(k, -k2»cos(0.5(k, + k2» + 4Q(~2sin(k,) - ~,sin(k2» 

Co = -S(~2Ic,- ~,k2)(1 + cos(Ic, + k2)+ cos(Ic, -k2» 

+ 4Q(~, (sin(k2 - Ie,) + sin(k, + k2» + ~2( sin(le2 - k,) - sin(k, + k2»), 

~( , (3kL + k2) (kL + k2) (kL + le2)) !J.3 = ~,,,,;p/g2 sm --2- + sin(k2) cos -2- -(cos(k2)+2cos(k,»sin -2- , 

!J.4 = ~,,;pg;( sin CkL2- k2) _ Sin(k2) COS(kL ; k2) _ (cos(k2) + 2 cos(k,» sin(kL ; k2)} 

Thus, the solution of system (15) has been obtained. Applying now the inverse Fourier transform to 

equations (IS), we obtain the steady-state solution of system (15) in the form 

U(y,1:) = 21')1;9\(1 (We(y - n)exp(inro/a) + Swexp(iyoo/a»exp( -iOO1:)dro } 

<p(y,1:) = 2~9\(I (We(y - n)exp(inoo/a) + Sw exp(iyoo/a»exp (-iOO1:)dro J 
(19) 

In contrast to expression (S), it is more convenient to evaluate integrals in expressions (19) by using 

the direct numerical integration. This is due to the fact that integrands in (19) are quickly vanishing 

(Noo-4) as 1001 -700 and realistic values of viscosity remove all singularities from the integrands. 

We have calculated the beam displacements for the following set of parameters: 

E = 2,10" N / m2,G = 7.7·1O"N/m2,p = SOOOkg/m3,x= 0.S2,(c,= 2S0Sm/s), 

P = 104 N, F = 1 m 2, 1= 0.25m2, d = 10m, m = 2000 kg, q = _106 kg/s2 

£ = 104 kg/ S, 'Y, = 104 kg/ (ms), 'Y2 = 104 Ns. 

(20) 

As one can see, in the considered case the shear wave velocity is about 2S00 m/ s. Evidently, veloci

ties of nowadays operating trains are incomparably smaller (the ratio V / Cs is at maximum of the 

order of 0.03). Therefore, to make the dimensionless velocity a = VI(Ncs) comparable to the unity, 

which is necessary to improve the accuracy of calculations, we take the dimensionless factor N 

equal to 10. 



In Figure 8 the displacements of the beam neutral line are depicted versus dimensionless distance 

from the load ~ = (x - Vt)j d for four different magnitudes of the load velocity (the distance between 

neighboring suspensions in the chosen scale is equal to unity). Vertical and horizontal dashed lines 

in the Figure respectively show the instant position of the load and the position of the undisturbed 

neutral line. 

1.00 U[mm] 6.00 

-1.00 

-3.00 

-5.00 

-14.00 -7.00 0.00 7.00 14.00 -14.00 -7.00 0.00 7.00 14.00 

Fig. 8. Displacements of the beam neutral line versus dimensionless distance from the load. 

One can see from the Figure that for relatively small velocities of the load (50 km/h and 200 km/h) 

the beam displacement pattern is almost symmetric with respect to the loading point and is local

ized around this point. The localization, however, is relative since the beam displacement is 

perceptible within at least 10 spans from the load. 

For higher load velocities the beam pattern becomes rather asymmetric and 'wave-like'. The higher 

the velocity of the load, the wider the displacement field is spread. 

The similar conclusions can be drawn for the moments in the beam, which are depicted in Figure 9 

as a function of ~ for different velocities of the load (the moments are related to the rotational angle 

as M = -EIrpxl. 

-10.00 

-20.00 

-30.00 

V= 50kmlh 

V= 200 kmlh 

V 
-14.00 -7.00 0.00 7.00 14.00 

50.00 M * lOA 

[Nm] 

10.00 

-30.00 

-70.00--',~-'-~+~--'-~.+ 
-14.00 -7.00 0.00 7.00 14.00 

Fig. 9. Moments versus dimensionless distance from the load. 

Both Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that the beam deflection grows as the load velocity increases. This 

effect is explicitly depicted in Figure 10 where the instant displacement of the beam under the load 

(x = dj2, t = dj (2V)) is plotted versus the load velocity. 
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It is obvious from the Figure that the beam displacement under the load has a maximum when the 

load velocity is about V* ~ 400 km/h. One can easily show that this velocity corresponds to the 

smallest phase velocity of waves in the beam. When the velocity exceeds V*, the load starts 

radiating waves into the beam and the maximum displacement is not anymore located in the load

ing point. So, the decrease of the displacement in the loading point, which takes place for V> V* 

should not be understood as the decrease of the maximum beam displacement. 

Concerning the effect of the suspension parameters one can say that the mass and the viscosity have 

a slight influence in the considered velocity range. By increasing the stiffness of the suspension one 

can substantially reduce the beam deflection. In contrast to the catenary case, the increase of the 

stiffness does not bring here any new perceptible resonances. 

0.00 U[mm] 

-4.00 

-8.00 

V[km/h] 
-12.00 -t----r----,--r-----,----,-----, 

0.00 200.00 400.00 600.00 

Fig. 10. Displacement under the load versus velocity. 

4: Response of rails to a moving train 
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In this section we analyze the dynamic response of a railroad track to a moving train, taking into 

account the coupling between rails, sleepers and the track subsoil, see Figure 11. 

Fig. 11. Train motion along a railroad track. Fig. 12. Model, composed by a beam, discrete 

supports and a half-space. 



To study the response of the track we consider a uniform motion x = VI of a harmonically varying 

vertical load P along a Timoshenko beam, resting on periodically spaced discrete elastic supports, 

which are based on an elastic half-space as depicted in Figure 12. 

The model is analyzed under the following assumptions: 1) the beam has finite width 2a, but 

vibrates as one-dimensional system; 2) the contact area between each support and the half-space is 

supposed to be flat and rectangular of the size 2a x 2b. The contact is smooth, hence the shear 

stresses Txz and Tyz are zero at the interface. The normal stress O'zz is uniformly distributed beneath 

the contact area; 3) all supports are equal and consist of a mass-spring system. The mass m is con

centrated at the middle point of the contact area. The visco-elastic element of total stiffness k and 

viscosity £ connects the contact area and the beam and is uniformly distributed over the beam 

width; 4) the load is uniformly distributed over the beam width. Let us note that the assumption 

about the vanishing of the shear stresses at the interface can not be exactly fulfilled in reality. How

ever, taking into account that the dynamics of the structure is almost fully determined by relatively 

long waves (see [5]), application of this assumption does not lead to a perceptible error. 

With these assumptions the governing equations of motion can be written as 

- The equations of motion of the half-space in terms of so-called stress functions cp(x, y, z, I) and 

If/(x, y, z, I), see [5]: 

(21) 

where CL = JCA + 211)1 Ph, and CT = Jill Ph, are the velocities of the compression and shear waves, 

respectively, IL and f1 are the Lame constants for the elastic half-space and Ph, is its mass density, A is 

the Laplace operator. 

- The balance of stresses at the surface of the half-space z = 0: 

O'zz(x,y, 0. I) = 4!bH(a-1YI) L H(b-Ix-ndl)x 

{ k(uo (nd, I) - u(nd, 0, 0, I)) - Eft (uo (nd, I) u(nd, 0, 0, I)) - m ::2 u(nd, 0, 0, t) }, 

'Lxz(x, y, 0, I) = 'Lyz(x, y, 0, I) = 0, 

(22) 

where u(x, y, z, t) and u"(x, I) are the vertical displacements of half-space and beam, respectively and 

H( ) is the Heaviside step function. 

- The equations for the beam motion 

pFUtt+YIUt-XGF(uxx-<jlx) = -PS(x- VI) 

n~~ S(x -nd){ k(uo(x, I) - u(x, 0, 0, I)) + Eft(Uo(X, I) - u(x, 0, 0, I))}, 

pI<jltt+Y2<jlt-EI<jlxx+XGF(<jl-ux) = 0. 

(23) 
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where the denotations related to the beam are kept the same as in the previous section. 

It is convenient to split the analysis of system (21)-(23) into two steps. First, employing the concept 

of 'equivalent stiffness' [5], we replace the half-space by equivalent springs with stiffness, depend

ing on the dynamic process in the beam. It can be done exactly by putting identical springs under 

every support as it is shown in Figure 13. 

1 
uO(x,t) V peiQ1C 

mI:~,rn. ~~l1") 
d~77l:x 
~ 

Fig. 13. Equivalent model. 

In this case the stiffness Xh-, of equivalent springs is a function of frequency wof the beam vibrations 

and a constant phase shift q(w) between vibrations of neighboring supports. 

The way of obtaining the expression for the equivalent stiffness Xh-, is described in detail in [13]. 

As it is shown there, the final expression for Xh-, can be written as 

where 

(24) 

The result of the numerical evaluation of expression (24) is qualitatively presented in Figure 14. The 

equivalent stiffness of the half-space is shown in this Figure as a function of frequency for a fixed 

phase shift between the support vibrations. Both, the real and the imaginary parts are depicted. 

q = constant 

Fig. 14. Real part (solid line) and imaginary part (dashed line) of the equivalent stifness for a constant 

phase shift q. 



One can see from the Figure thatthe equivalent stiffness is equal to zero for (ood)/ CR = Iq( 00) + 21tnl 

(points, marked by crosses). This happens because of Rayleigh waves, which, being radiated by 

vibrating supports, are summarized in phase at the contact points between the half-space and the 

supports. 

For frequencies smaller than 00 = qCR/ d the imaginary part of the equivalent stiffness is equal to 

zero. It implies that in this band of frequencies, vibrations of the supports generate no waves in the 

elastic half-space. 

It can be seen further from the figure that the equivalent stiffness can reach quite large magnitudes 

for some frequencies. This effect can be considered as an 'anti-resonance' when waves, as well as 

exponentially decaying displacement fields, generated by the supports are summarized at the 

contact points almost in anti-phase. 

Thus, by introduction of the equivalent stiffness, we have reduced the initial three-dimensional 

model, depicted in Figure 12 to one-dimensional model shown in Figure 13. Now, to find the 

dynamic response of the beam, the periodicity condition method can be applied in the same way as 

in the previous section. Moreover, solution of the problem (21)-(23) still can be written in the form 

(19). The only change, one has to make is to replace Q(oo) = (K - iEoo-Mof) (see eq.(15)) by 

Q (K-iooE)(Xh_s-M002) 
(00)= 2' 

K - iooE + Xh-s - Moo 
h A Xh-sd 

were Xh-s = XGF· 

In this paper we will not pay attention to the analysis of the beam displacement (it should be a subject 

of separate publication), but focus on the crucial role of Raleigh waves in the response of the track. 

If the load is constant, then expression for the phase shift q( 00) reads as q( 00) = rod / V (see [13]) and, 

according to Figure 15, the equivalent stiffness vanishes for frequencies 

ood/cR = I(ood)/V + 21tnl. 

It is obviously seen from this equation that if the velocity of the load V is equal to Rayleigh wave 

velocity C]V then the equivalent stiffness of the half-space is equal to zero for all frequencies (let 

n = 0). Therefore, if V = Cw then the vertical force acting on the supports from the half-space is equal 

to zero. This situation leads to an infinite steady-state displacement of the beam. 

Thus, the Rayleigh wave velocity is the critical one for a constant load moving along the 

periodically supported beam on a half-space. This result is of practical importance for nowadays 

operated high-speed trains since the Rayleigh wave velocity in a track subsoil can be in the order of 

250 km / h or even less if the subsoil is soft, see [5]. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper a general method has been demonstrated of dynamical analysis of periodically 

supported structures under a moving load. The method is based on application of so-called 

periodicity condition, which reads as 

u(x, t) = u(x + nd, t + nd/V), 
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where u(x, t) is the deflection of a structure, x is the space co-ordinate along the structure, t is time, 

d is the distance between neighboring supports, V is the velocity and the angular frequency of the 

load, n is an integer, By applying this condition one can obtain analytical expressions for deflections 

of a structure in the form of single Fourier integral. 

Three different structures have been considered in the paper, i.e.: an overhead power line under a 

moving pantograph, a long suspended bridge under a moving vehicle and a railway track under a 

moving train. All the structures have been assumed infinitely long and being subjected to uniformly 

moving harmonic point load. 

Main attention in the paper has been paid to the effect of the load velocity on dynamic response of 

the structures. It has been shown that for relatively small velocities of motion deflection fields in the 

structures are symmetric with respect to the loading point and localized in its vicinity. As the 

velocity grows, the fields become more and more asymmetric and the deflection fields get wider. 

By analyzing the dependence of deflection in the loading point upon the load velocity it has been 

shown that the deflection grows as the velocity increases. This grow, however, takes place only 

while the load velocity does not exceed the minimum phase velocity of the main harmonics in a 

structure (in the power line, for example, this velocity corresponds to the velocity of transverse 

waves in the cable). Moreover, if the stiffness of the supports becomes larger, the deflections can 

considerably grow at relatively small velocities. This is especially valid for the overhead power line 

and related to resonance on sub-harmonics of periodical structures. 

In the model of a railway track the subsoil has been taken into account by including elastic half

space as an underlying structure for periodic supports (pads plus sleepers). It has been shown that 

the Rayleigh wave velocity is the critical one for a constant load moving along such a structure. This 

result is of special practical importance since in a soft subsoil this velocity can be in the order of 

250 km/h or even smaller. 

Concluding the paper, we would like to notice that the models used in the paper to describe engi

neering constructions can be substantially improved. For example, the droppers of the catenary 

could be much better modeled by non-linear springs than by linear ones because of their different 

reaction against the up and down motion. The suspended bridge, especially for high velocities of 

the load motion, should be assumed to have a finite length. The subsoil of a railroad track could be 

considered as a layered structure, etc. 

Despite of all the mention disadvantages, the models considered in the paper posses the main 

feature of the real constructions, i.e. the periodicity. Therefore, the obtained results are believed to 

be qualitatively correct. 
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